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Abstract
Let M be a cusped finite-volume hyperbolic three-manifold with
isometry group G. Then G induces a k-transitive action by permuta-
tion on the cusps of M for some integer k ≥ 0. Generically G is trivial
and k = 0, but k > 0 does occur in special cases. We show examples
with k = 1, 2, 4. An interesting question concerns the possible number
of cusps for a fixed k. Our main result provides an answer for k = 2
by constructing a family of manifolds having no upper bound on the
number of cusps.
1 Introduction
An action of a group G on a set S is called k-transitive if, for every choice of
distinct elements x1, ..., xk ∈ S and every choice of distinct targets y1, ..., yk ∈
S, there is an element g ∈ G such that g(xi) = yi. The term transitive
means 1-transitive; actions with k > 1 are multiply transitive. The number
of elements in S is the degree. Transitive actions are common (for example,
every group acts transitively on itself by left multiplication), while multiply-
transitive actions are relatively rare. The theory is well developed; see [3].
It is obvious that the isometry group of a complete finite-volume hyper-
bolic three-manifold induces a permutation action on the set of cusps. In
this paper we call such a manifold k-transitive if the induced action is k-
transitive. Note that this definition is of the ‘inclusive hierarchy’ type. For
instance, a 3-transitive manifold is automatically 2-transitive, and possibly
4-transitive as well.
Kojima [5] shows by construction that every finite group G occurs as
the isometry group of some closed hyperbolic 3-manifold. At one stage, the
construction involves a cusped manifold, with cusps labeled by the elements
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of G. The induced permutation action on the cusp set amounts to left-
multiplication of the labels by elements of G. Since this action is transitive,
the manifold at this stage is 1-transitive by our definition, and we see that 1-
transitive manifolds are plentiful and can have any number of cusps. But the
action is also free, which implies that it is never 2-transitive. Hence one may
begin to wonder, for k ≥ 2, how common and how challenging to construct
are the k-transitive manifolds?
In Section 2 we give some examples of 1-, 2- and 4-transitive manifolds,
all constructed as complements of hyperbolic links in S3. In Section 3 we
show a construction that leads to our main result:
Theorem 1 For the class of 2-transitive manifolds, there is no upper bound
on the number of cusps.
In Section 4 we summarize known results and mention some open questions.
2 Examples with k = 1, 2, 4
All the manifolds in this section are link complements in S3. The construc-
tions are easy, so we give only brief descriptions. The key idea is that, since
the geometric structure of a hyperbolic link complement is unique, symme-
tries of the link are always realized by isometries of the complement. Where
no outside reference is given, hyperbolicity has been verified using SnapPea
[9].
Figure 1: Chain link with n components and t half-twists.
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2.1 A chain construction
Consider a cycle of n unknotted loops, n ∈ Z+, linked sequentially, and
having t half-twists, t ∈ Z, as in Figure 1. The chain itself, viewed as a single
loop, must be unknotted. There is an obvious 1-transitive cyclic action on
the link components.
Two sub-families of such chains appear as examples in Thurston’s notes,
and the complete family is analyzed by Neumann and Reid [6]. They show
that for n ≥ 5 the link is hyperbolic for every value of t, and for n < 5 the
link is hyperbolic for all but 5− n values of t, the exceptions being the cases
with the least overall twisting.
Figure 2: Braid B has associated permutation (1 3 5 4 2). Al-
though the closure of B is the unknot, the closure of B5 is hy-
perbolic. Shifting the diagram cyclically one step to the right
gives a 1-transitive action on the five components.
2.2 A braid construction
Suppose B is a pseudo-Anosov braid on n strands for which the associated
permutation is cyclic of order n. Then the braid Bn induces the trivial
permutation on the strands, and the closure of Bn is thus a link having
n components. Again, there is an obvious 1-transitive cyclic action. An
example is shown in Figure 2.
The closed braid might fail to be hyperbolic. In particular, since a braid
is closed by performing a (1, 0) Dehn filling on the braid axis, it might happen
that the meridian is too short to allow a hyperbolic filling. In this case, the
longer braid (Bn)m will have meridian m times as long, and thus, by the ‘2pi
theorem’ of Gromov and Thurston [2], the closed braid will be hyperbolic
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for sufficiently large m. (It seems likely that the nth power of B is already
enough to guarantee a meridian longer than 2pi, but there may be exceptions
to this.)
2.3 Two cubical constructions
Consider the four planes in R3 given by Ax+By+ z = 0, with A,B ∈ {±1}.
These planes are perpendicular to the four diagonals of a cube. Intersect-
ing these planes with the unit sphere gives four great circles intersecting at
twelve points. By resolving each intersection to an over- or under-crossing,
in alternating fashion, a hyperbolic link is obtained. A planar diagram is
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Left: The complement of this link is 4-transitive.
Center and right: Each vertex of a cube is replaced by three
interlocking half-loops. The complement is 1-transitive, with
12 cusps.
The group of orientation-preserving symmetries of the cube carries over
naturally to the link components, and it is an easy exercise to check that this
action is 4-transitive. This link can also be obtained by the braid construction
given above, but the 4-transitivity is not so obvious.
An analogous construction, where the cube is replaced by an icosahedron,
yields a 2-transitive manifold having 6 cusps.
The second cubical construction builds a 12-component link by following
the structure of the edges of a cube, as shown in Figure 3. The complement
is hyperbolic and 1-transitive. In contrast to the chain and braid examples
shown earlier, the action is non-cyclic.
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3 A family of 2-transitive manifolds
In this section we construct an infinite family of 2-transitive manifolds for
which the number of cusps increases without bound. The construction builds
on a family of regular maps described by Biggs [1] and further studied by
James and Jones [4].
Here is an overview of the constrution. Let S be a surface carrying one of
the regular maps of Biggs. There is a natural 2-transitive action on the n faces
of this map by its automorphism group. The product S × S1 is formed, and
within this non-hyperbolic manifold a system of n curves is specified. The
curves are carefully designed to maintain the original 2-transitive symmetry.
The complement of this link is the desired manifold M . Finally, to verify
that M is hyperbolic, it is viewed as a punctured-surface bundle over S1 with
pseudo-Anosov monodromy.
x0 x1
x0 x1
x0 x1
x2x3
Figure 4: Left: Each arc is a helical segment joining the image
of xi in the lower boundary to the image of xi+1 in the upper
boundary. After boundary identification, four arcs become a
single closed curve. Right: The view from above, after increas-
ing the radius so that each arc extends out to link with an arc
of the neighboring face.
We now describe the construction in more detail. Let n be a prime
power greater than 3, and let F be the finite field of order n. Biggs uses
the arithmetic of F to construct orientable regular maps having n faces, each
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face a (n− 1)-gon. The faces admit a natural labeling by the elements of F,
and the automorphism group of the map is exactly the natural action of the
affine group A(1,F) on the face labels. The 2-transitivity of this action is an
easy exercise. The significance of this, combinatorially, is that each face of
the map shares an edge with each of the remaining faces.
We take S to be the orientable surface carrying this regular map, endowed
with the natural constant-curvature metric. The case n = 5 is used in the
illustrations; the surface is a square torus tiled by five square faces.
The construction continues inside a preliminary three-manifold MI =
S × I, where I is the unit interval. For each face f of S, n − 1 arcs are
specified in MI as follows. First, let P be the center point of f , and let C be
the circle of radius ρ and circumference σ in S centered at P . Let the vertices
of f be denoted vi sequentially around the perimeter, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 2. Let
xi be the point of intersection of C and the radial segment extending from
P to vi. Now CI = C × I is a cylinder surrounding the fiber {P} × I in MI .
The desired arcs are defined to be the helical segments si of slope
n−1
σ
lying
on CI , each extending from the image of xi in f × {0} to the image of xi+1
in f × {1} (indices modulo n− 1). Figure 4 illustrates this step.
Figure 5: The point-pushing homeomorphism H . The marked
points are punctures. Dashed arrows represent the point-
pushing trajectories. The small dotted loop encloses two punc-
tures; the long snaking loop is its image underH . With further
iterations it would limit on the f+ foliation.
Next, M◦ is formed by identifying the two boundary components of MI
by equality in the first factor; hence M◦ is the product S × S1. By this
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identification the cylinder CI becomes a torus, and the segments si join end-
to-end yielding a closed curve, namely, a (n− 1, 1) torus knot.
Finally, to obtain the desired link, we adjust the size of circle C as follows.
A face of S has two characteristic radii: r1, the distance from center P to
an edge midpoint, and r2, the distance from P to a vertex. By requiring the
radius ρ to satisfy r1 < ρ < r2, each copy of C lies partly on its own face
and partly on the neighboring faces. Hence each strand of the corresponding
torus knot extends radially outward just far enough to link with a strand of
the neighboring knot. Manifold M is now defined to be the complement in
M◦ of this link.
It is easy to see that M is the mapping torus of a point-pushing homeo-
morphism H of a punctured surface. The fiber is just the original surface
S, but with n(n− 1) points missing where the surface intersects the strands
of the link. We view H as acting on the fiber at level 1
2
with respect to the
original I factor, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 6: Left: An approximation of the f+ foliation, showing
the 4-pronged singularities. Right: A train track for H .
A homeomorphism is pseudo-Anosov if there exists a pair of transverse
singular foliations, f+ and f−, invariant underH , and an associated constant
λ > 1, the dilatation. The surface is stretched and compressed along the two
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foliations by factors of λ and λ−1, respectively. By a result of Thurston [8],
the mapping torus of a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism is hyperbolic.
Figure 6 shows an approximation of the f+ foliation for H . Singularities
occur at the vertices and face-centers of the underlying map; these points
are fixed by H . A train track for H is also shown. Positive weights for the
track will be computed below, along with λ. The complement of the track
consists of once-punctured monogons and cusp-cornered polygons. It follows
that H is indeed pseudo-Anosov. Details for the theory of train tracks can
be found in [7].
To compute the track weights and the dilatation λ for H we refer to
the diagram in Figure 7. Points labeled A through E are punctures, while
F is a fixed point of H . Each branch of the track carries a weight. Two
branches are assigned weights w and z; the weights for all other branches are
determined by symmetry and by the summation rule where branches meet.
The weights correspond to a measure for transverse arcs.
Figure 7: Train track and arcs for computing the dilatation λ.
Arc AB crosses 17 branches and has total crossing measure 10w + 14z.
Its image under H is arc CD, which has crossing measure 2w + 2z. Hence
10w + 14z = λ(2w + 2z).
Arc DF has measure 2w+3z, while its image, arc EF , has measure z. Hence
2w + 3z = λz.
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Weights are determined only up to a scale factor, so we set z = 1 and solve,
first obtaining w =
√
2, and then
λ = 3 + 2
√
2
and
λ−1 = 3− 2
√
2.
The diagram in Figure 7 does not depend on the faces in the construction
being squares—it applies not just for n = 5, but for all values of n. Hence
the same dilatation occurs in every case.
4 Further questions
The constructions shown in Section 2, along with Kojima’s method, suggest
that 1-transitive manifolds may allow for quite a diversity of structures. It
would be interesting to find a more systematic understanding of the big
picture.
For k = 2, more examples can be produced by easy variations of the
above construction based on the Biggs surfaces. Are there other 2-transitive
manifolds having substantially different structure? Is every 2-transitive group
action realized by some 2-transitive manifold?
There are lots of 3-transitive manifolds having just three cusps, but this
is not too surprising since a 3-transitive action on a set of three objects is not
really very exotic. In particular, the three-component chain links described
earlier all have obvious 3-transitive symmetry, and all but two of them are
hyperbolic. The famous Borromean rings are another example. For more
than three cusps, the situation appears much harder. The author is aware
of one 3-transitive manifold with six cusps, and another with eight, but no
others.
For k = 4, our only known example is the manifold described in Section
2, and easy variations of it, all having four cusps.
For k = 5, not a single example is known.
It seems reasonable to conjecture that there is a largest k for which k-
transitive manifolds exist, and that for each k ≥ 3 there is an upper bound
on the possible number of cusps.
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